
COVID-19 has thrown a range of challenges 
at us, and given our current level of debt, we 
cannot rely on the State’s balance sheet to 
spend our way out of recession.  
Now is the time to be bold, innovative, and 
move policy ideas across from the ‘too hard 
basket’. Great ideas are out there- many 
costing Government little to nothing to 
implement, but providing billions of dollars of 
investment and jobs in return. 
In Queensland, the Body Corporate and 
Community Management Act 1997 currently 
requires unanimous approval from all lot 
owners to terminate a community title scheme.  
A single dissenting resident can prevent the 
overwhelming majority of residents from 
wrapping up the strata scheme and selling the 
site for redevelopment. This means that lot 
owners can be locked into older buildings that 
are a significant financial liability and safety 
risk. 

 

Other jurisdictions, such as NSW and WA, 
have lower strata termination thresholds (75 
per cent and 80 per cent, respectively). This 
enables an overwhelming majority of residents 
to sell and open up opportunities for the site 
to be redeveloped towards its highest and best 
use.  
Reducing the strata termination threshold to 
75 per cent would open up opportunities to 
create jobs through the redevelopment of high-
value land, and free those Queenslanders who 
are locked into community lots that pose a 
significant financial and/or safety risk.

A LEVER FOR ECONOMIC STIMULUS 
In 2017, the Queensland Government 
commissioned QUT to undertake an 
independent review of property law in 
Queensland. This review recommended 
amending the current strata termination 
threshold in Queensland to 75 per cent. 
The review identified two primary reasons for 
terminating a scheme. The first reason was 
the ‘economic reason’ where a building has 
reached the end of its life, is suffering from 
significant defects and represents a significant 
financial liability for lot owners, as well as 
being a public health and safety hazard. 

LONE OBJECTORS ARE ABLE TO PREVENT CLOSE TO 1 MILLION RESIDENTS IN 420,000 
STRATA TITLED LOTS FROM EXERCISING THEIR RIGHTS TO REDEVELOP THEIR 
PROPERTY. CAN QUEENSLAND AFFORD TO MISS THE OPPORTUNITY TO 
REMOVE THIS ROADBLOCK AND INTRODUCE A FAIR SCHEME TERMINATION 
THRESHOLD OF 75%?

LET’S GET ON WITH IT!
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THE OPPORTUNITY

Amend the Body Corporate and Community 
Management Act 1997 to require a strata 
termination threshold of 75% to unlock 
opportunities for urban renewal. 



The second reason was the ‘redevelopment 
potential’ of the land, where selling or 
redeveloping the land is profitable for owners. 
The review noted these reasons often 
coincide.
Despite this recommendation, Queensland still 
requires the termination of a community title 
to be unanimous. Not only does this lock lot 
owners into costly and dilapidated buildings, it 
actively prevents land from being redeveloped 
towards it highest and best use. 
Redeveloping this land would not only provide 
owners with the opportunity to achieve a return 
on their investments, but would create valuable 
jobs through the redevelopment process. 
Additionally, it would also help government 
achieve policy objectives such as in-fill 
development and urban renewal. 
There are a large number of schemes in 
Queensland that are likely to reach the end of 
their economic life in the next 10 to 20 years, 
particularly in high growth areas like the Gold 
Coast. Amending the current strata termination 
requirement will unlock the potential of this 
land, allow Queenslanders to maximise their 
investments and create much-needed jobs.

QUEENSLAND IS MISSING OUT
In 2015, NSW passed two Acts to initiate 
significant reform of its strata schemes 
legislation. This included a 75 per cent 
threshold for scheme termination or strata 
renewal. The lot owners of any scheme, 
regardless of the age or condition of the 
scheme, may, with the support of the 
owners of 75 per cent of the lots, agree to 
the collective sale or redevelopment of the 
scheme. 
While reviewing their own strata termination 
laws in 2019, Landgate- the Western Australian 
statutory land authority- found that in other 
jurisdictions where majority termination 
(as opposed to unanimous termination) is 
legislated, the value of lots for older schemes 
that have redevelopment potential has 
increased.  
The WA review found that in NSW lot owners 
were being offered between 50 and 100 per 
cent more for their land by developers looking 
to redevelop the site. Additionally, the review 
found that a lower termination threshold 
reduced the financial risk for lot owners who 
were locked into buildings with spiralling 
maintenance costs by a minority of owners 
refusing to sell, or waiting for an unreasonable 
sum of money from developers.

QUEENSLAND IS MISSING OUT

1. Immediately adopt a strata termination threshold of 75 per cent. 
2. Introduce a collective sale/renewal process to allow the Body Corporate to enter a 

cooperative redevelopment of strata schemes with a developer. 
3. Legislate a 60-day period to obtain independent professional advice and communicate 

acceptance or otherwise with regard to a termination offer. This timeframe will ensure that 
deliberations are not unnecessarily held up in negotiation. 

THE STIMULUS SOLUTIONS
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